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The Doha talks with the Taliban have diverted Washington’s efforts away from the far more important negotiations
among Afghanistan’s political elite that will actually determine whether the country’s unity and constitutional
system endures past 2014. Afghanistan’s history suggests that any successful political accommodation of its different
ethnic factions in 2014 will be impossible without incorporating the interests of those influential leaders and
commanders currently or formerly associated with Jamiat-e Islami. Jamiat remains one of Afghanistan’s oldest
and most influential Tajik-dominated political parties, forged as a political-military organization that eventually
formed the core of the Northern Alliance against the Taliban. As negotiations with the Taliban proceed in fits
and starts, U.S. policymakers would do well to remember that such negotiations hold very little appeal for the
influential politicians affiliated in one form or another with Jamiat.
The political calculus of most of these former Northern Alliance leaders looking ahead to 2014 remains firmly
centered upon maintaining and advancing their influence within the constellation of Kabul’s ruling political
class. For these individuals, the question of who will succeed President Karzai and who will comprise a successor
government in a post-Karzai era is paramount. These issues are also paramount for Karzai. For all of these elites,
the prospect of civil war among existing Afghan factions is more dangerous to the country’s unity than the Taliban
insurgency. But the establishment of a Taliban political office and political party that does not recognize the current
Afghan constitution threatens all of them.
Jamiat and the other Tajik parties are not likely to pose a meaningful electoral challenge to Pashtun rule. During
its years of resistance against both the Soviets and the Taliban, Jamiat never developed a centralized party structure
independent of its many outsized personalities. After the fall of the Taliban regime, the party proceeded to
splinter into two main camps, between the warlords who rose to prominence from the ranks of the mujahideen
commanders and a group of self-styled opposition politicians. President Karzai has so far been able to co-opt the
most influential Jamiat-affiliated warlords, including Marshal Fahim, Ismail Khan, and to some extent Atta Noor,
through state appointments. This has successfully kept the party fragmented and marginalized his opposition.
Looking ahead to 2014, it remains unclear whether Jamiat has the capability to unify behind a single candidate,
and whether that candidate will run in opposition to Karzai’s his choice of a successor or in support of it.
The nature of the political handover of power in 2014 will be the most significant short-term benchmark of stability
for the country. The United States should work to facilitate the timely, free, and fair holding of elections in April
2014. A repeat of the tainted election of 2009, in which a run-off between President Karzai and his challenger
Abdullah Abdullah was nearly held, would be disastrous for the country. President Karzai understands this. The
president will therefore ensure that the entire machinery of the Afghan state apparatus is energized behind his
chosen successor once he makes his preferences known. In order to sow maximum dissension within Tajik ranks,
the president is unlikely to publicly anoint his political heir until he has co-opted at least one or two influential
Tajik politicians. In the short-term, the engagement of key Jamiat-e Islami politicians will be critical to a smooth
regime transition in Afghanistan as the country moves into a post-Karzai era.
The politics ahead of the 2014 election indicate that it will not feature a radically new set of political players.
Without international support for the institutionalization of Afghan political parties, civil society groups, younger
and reform-minded political players, and the professionalization of an independent civil service, the election in
2014 will represent “business as usual” for Kabul’s political elite. A smooth transition of power alone will therefore
not guarantee a durable political accommodation among those competing for power and influence in Afghanistan,
but rather may simply delay into 2015 or 2016 a more violent struggle for control of the country.
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olitical transitions in Afghanistan in recent decades have underscored the country’s perpetual
difficulty in both institutionalizing its personality-driven politics and in unifying its national elite.1
Should President Hamid Karzai abide by his promise to retire in 2014 after a second term in office, these
challenges will come to the fore once more as various candidates compete to succeed him. In a speech
given to the National Governors’ Conference in June 2013, Marshal Mohammad Fahim, Afghanistan’s
first vice president and an influential former Northern Alliance commander, prognosticated that the
upcoming political transition would be of even greater consequence than the security transition slated for
2014.2 The two, however, are likely to go hand-in-hand.

Whether Afghan politicians will manage to prevent the
kind of elite fragmentation among their different ethnic
factions that has occurred in the past and preserve
the current constitutional order is likely to have a
disproportionate impact on their ability to prosecute
the war effort and achieve a stable peace. For the
influential Tajiks among Afghanistan’s ruling political
class, the months leading up to the 2014 election afford
an opportunity for political and ethnic consolidation
and a chance to hedge their loyalties should an unstable
transition to a post-Karzai era mean the country is once
again plunged into civil war.

suffered sudden leadership changes. Nonetheless, many
of its key players remain essential to the fragile political
equilibrium President Karzai has, with varying success,
maintained to the present day. Like other former tanzims,
Jamiat remains oriented around strong leaders rather
than party institutions, with many of these leaders
already jostling for influence in a post-Karzai regime.
Tajik candidates have historically struggled in their
ability to unite a Pashtun-dominated country; alliances
with influential Pashtun candidates and the threat of
opt-out, particularly over negotiations with the Taliban,
will remain dominant negotiating tactics in 2014.

As Afghanistan’s second largest ethnic grouping, Tajiks
are technically a minority within the country’s multiethnic state. Nonetheless, the country’s history suggests
that any stable political accommodation after 2014 will be
contingent upon incorporating the interests of the most
influential leaders currently or formerly associated with
Jamiat-e Islami.3 Jamiat remains one of Afghanistan’s
oldest and most influential Tajik-dominated political
parties, originally forged as a tanzim or political-military
organization. The party’s members formed the core of the
anti-Soviet mujahideen resistance and of the Northern
Alliance against the Taliban. Since its inception in the
1970s, the party’s fortunes have ebbed and flowed. While
Jamiat members have consistently dominated crucial
Cabinet ministries since the fall of the Taliban, the
party has also endured the rise of breakaway factions and

In tracing the decades-long trajectory of one of the
most prominent Tajik-dominated political parties in
Afghanistan, this report identifies the key Tajik political
players in the north of the country, traces their evolving
political relationships among one another and with
other politicians, and delineates their present political
agendas. The report examines the degree of unity within
the party apparatus and how the bargaining behavior of
its key members at crucial electoral inflection points
suggests certain Tajik leaders might position themselves
ahead of the 2014 contest. From its early years, unity
within the party was largely dependent upon a state
of external crisis. Even so, the Soviet invasion, the
ensuing civil war, and the rise of the Taliban were not
always enough to overcome fractious rivalries within the
party’s ranks. Jamiat has continued splintering along
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two major lines. In one camp are the former warlords
that rose to prominence within the commanding
ranks of the mujahideen and that now form part of
the government establishment, and in the other the
‘professional’ opposition politicians. President Karzai
has been able to co-opt the most influential Jamiataffiliated warlords, including Marshal Fahim, Ismail
Khan, and Atta Noor, through state appointments and
the resource endowments such appointments provide,
while marginalizing its opposition politicians, many
of whom at least claim to advocate for a parliamentary
system and a devolution of power within the country.
As the election of 2014 approaches, the instincts of
the former group to maintain their grip on power
will hinder the prospect of a genuine changing of the
political guard in a post-Karzai era.
The first section of this report examines the significant
patterns of behavior and lessons learned in the early
decades of the party’s history, from the Soviet invasion
to the rise and fall of the Taliban. The second section
examines the history of Jamiat from the toppling of the
Taliban to the re-election of President Karzai in 2009.
At least three major inflection points are identified over
the course of the past decade: in 2001, 2004-2005,
and 2009. The third and final section examines the
assassination of Jamiat patriarch Burhanuddin Rabbani
and the party’s future prospects in advance of the 2014
elections. Although the presidential contest next year
presents a very open field of possible candidates, the
same set of players are likely to dominate the political
space. For U.S. policymakers seeking to make sense of
the political wrangling in Kabul and the implications
of possible leadership changes in 2014, an intimate
understanding of these individuals, their interconnected
histories, and their political instincts is essential.

Jamiat attracted recruits from government-sponsored
schools, both religious and secular, from clerics or
ulema in the north and west, and from northern Sufi
orders. The party traces its present-day origins to its
longstanding leader, Ustad Burhanuddin Rabbani.4
After studying Islamic law and theology at Kabul
University and traveling abroad to Al-Azhar University
in Cairo to develop ties with the Muslim Brotherhood,
Rabbani returned to Afghanistan in 1968 and, in 1972,
become the official head of the party.5 An ethnic Tajik
from Badakhshan province, Rabbani formed part of a
circle of religious scholars on the faculty of theology
at Kabul whose aims resembled those of the Muslim
Brotherhood in Egypt. Known as “The Professors,”
the objective of men like Rabbani, Gholam Niyazi,
and other intellectuals like Sebghatullah Mojadeddi
was to establish a mass movement that presented Islam
as a modern antidote to both communism and to the
traditionalism of the Afghan government, embodied by
the regime of Daoud Khan, cousin to the king.6 Rabbani
derived his legitimacy as head of the party as a result of
these Islamic credentials, although the party would soon
shed much of its ideological character in the struggle
against the Soviet Union.
During the jihad against the Soviets, Jamiat, alongside
Hizb-i Islami, ranked as one of the most influential
political-military networks, or tanzim, in the country.7
Hizb-i Islami, demanding a more revolutionary Islamic
approach, broke away from its Jamiati brethren and
underscored the first major fault line between the
different mujahideen groups.8 Compared with Hizb-i
Islami, Jamiat absorbed many more non-ideological or
secular military leaders into its ranks.9 While effective
from a military perspective, this “big tent” approach had
the combined effect of diluting its ideological Islamist
core and, over time, strengthening its ethnic aspect.10

Jamiat From 1979-2001

Jamiat-e Islami, or “Society of Islam,” emerged as a
relatively moderate Islamist movement. The group’s
founders were fueled by the intellectual clash between
Sunni Islamist youth and secular leftists on the campus
of Kabul University in the 1960s and 1970s. Over time,
10

Although multiple ethnic groups, including Pashtuns,
have comprised Jamiat at one time or another, the party
retains its largest following among Tajiks in northern
provinces such as Badakhshan, Takhar, Baghlan, and
Panjshir in the northeast, and from constituencies in
and around Herat in the west. Despite fracturing largely
www.Understandingwar.org
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PRINCIPAL JAMIAT FACTIONS, 1979-200112

RABBANI FACTION

Established in the 1970s by Burhanuddin
Rabbani. This centrist Islamist party became
the largest organization within the anti-Soviet,
mujahideen movement. After the defeat of the
Taliban in 2001-2002, Jamiat split, with Rabbani
maintaining leadership of one of the factions.

MASSOUD FACTION

Established by loyalists of the late Ahmad
Shah Massoud, this ‘Panjshiri’ wing of
the Jamiat party represents a younger,
more secular generation of Tajik leaders.
While consistently maintaining a strong
foothold in the key security ministries of
government since 2001, internal fissures
among them have split the party even further.

ISMAIL KHAN FACTION

A largely autonomous faction of the original
Jamiat party led and directed by the former
mujahideen commander, Ismail Khan. Khan
had gained control over most of western
Afghanistan during the Soviet war and
regained his fiefdom after the fall of the
Taliban while remaining largely removed
from the ruling Panjshiri faction in Kabul.

along ethnic lines, both Jamiat and Hizb-i Islami
proved more adept in recruiting resistance fighters and
cultivating patronage networks than in articulating a
well-developed political platform—one that generally
did not extend beyond the notion of establishing an
Islamic state governed by shari‘a law.11
Factional Splintering During and After
the Soviet War

Both Rabbani and the legendary warrior, Ahmad Shah
Massoud, were ethnic Tajiks and Sunni Muslims, though
they drew their support from different areas of the
country. Massoud drew his base primarily from Panjshir,
Parwan, and Takhar provinces in the northeast. There
he established the Shura-e Nazar, or the Supervisory
Council of the North. This council would eventually
become the nucleus of the Northern Alliance of antiTaliban commanders after the rise of the Taliban.
Massoud was influenced by the political ideas of the Tajik
activist Tahir Badakhshi and popularized the notion
of reasserting Tajik ethnic influence in the country in
connection with the party’s platform.13 His military
www.Understandingwar.org

prowess and those of other Jamiat commanders, such
as Ismail Khan and Mullah Naqibullah, in establishing
bases in the northeast and west of the country during
the struggle against the Soviets helped to solidify the
party along ethnic lines.14
Massoud, Ismail Khan, and Naqibullah were all
influential anti-communist military commanders
who helped galvanize Jamiat into the most formidable
resistance movement of the Soviet-Afghan war. Massoud,
arguably the most charismatic commander within his
cohort and the leader of the Shura-e Nazar, eventually
became the most powerful military leader within the
party. In so doing, he helped Jamiat assume a leading
role in the mujahideen government that followed the
ouster of the Soviets and the Najibullah regime in
1992.15
Fissures began to emerge within Jamiat prior to its
occupation of Kabul and the installation of Burhanuddin
Rabbani as the next president. Although the party had
styled itself strategically as a moderate, centrist Islamist
party that appealed to a wide variety of local and religious
notables, it had a difficult time exerting command and
11
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control over its military leadership.16 The same set of
skills and ideological aspirations that enabled Jamiat
commanders to build alliances and secure a foothold
in the country also provided the means by which these
commanders achieved a monopoly on violence and
utilized the political legitimation the party provided to
serve their own ends.17
Western strongman Ismail Khan was one such
prominent commander who utilized his loose political
affiliation with Jamiat to his advantage. The extent to
which Ismail Khan subscribed to Jamiat’s ideological
aspirations and followed party directives was, and
arguably still is, minimal.18 However, because the upper
echelons of the Jamiat hierarchy provided Khan with
legitimacy and resources during the Soviet and civil
wars—and by extension a means to gain leverage over
his rivals for power—an affiliation with the party’s elites
in Kabul served a useful purpose. Antonio Giustozzi
has carefully documented the number of local Jamiat
commanders allegedly eliminated by Ismail Khan’s
drive for dominance and his monopolizing of resources
from Kabul to do so.19 Powerful regional Jamiati leaders
contending with rivals benefited from developing strong
ties to the party’s Kabul elites to bolster their military
and political leadership in a given area.20
Ismail Khan’s case illuminates another fact about Jamiat
in these wartime years. Certain military commanders,
notably Massoud, possessed an uneasy relationship
with their respective political leaders. Rabbani had
spent the bulk of the war years in Pakistan, funneling
internationally sponsored supplies to military leaders
in the field. Along with other Islamist leaders such
as Gulbuddin Hekmatyar, Abdul Rasul Sayyaf, and
Maulavi Younas Khalis, Rabbani was one of the socalled “Peshawar Seven,” a group who became the
primary mujahideen clients for Pakistan’s Inter-Services
Intelligence (ISI). However, this meant that Rabbani
inspired no particular loyalties of his own among the
resistance fighters and military commanders claiming to
be loyal to Jamiat. His influence was circumscribed even
within his native province of Badakhshan, where Jamiati
leaders found it difficult to prevent fragmentation of the
12

party’s base. Rabbani was shrewd enough to recognize
that an imposition of centralized authority during these
years of jihad would have been difficult in the extreme,
and that the best means of keeping local military leaders
on board was through various forms of patronage.21
He used the supplies and weapons he received to try to
enhance his influence with Uzbek and Pashtun fighters
across Afghanistan.22
However, he also used the control he possessed over
his share of the ISI supply chain to curtail what he
perceived as Massoud’s growing power. Massoud,
more than any of his contemporaries within the
party, possessed that rare combination of political
charisma and military acumen that made him a
natural rival to Rabbani.23 Afghan scholar Antonio
Giustozzi describes Massoud’s transcendence from
his role as a military leader to one whose “rising
profile had led to his appointment by the leadership
of Jamiat-e Islami as the overall leader of the party
in the greater north-east, despite the hostility of the
Jamiati political heavyweights based in Peshawar.”24
Individuals that would later assume senior positions
in the post-2001 Karzai government, including
former Minister of Defense and current First Vice
President Marshal Fahim, counted themselves among
the ranks of Massoud’s loyalists within his Panjshiri
wing of the party. This historical tension between the
titular leadership of Jamiat and military commanders
loyal to Massoud, combined with a kind of reciprocal
dependence between Jamiat elites and regional
strongmen, would prove to be an important leitmotif
running through the party’s history.25
Rabbani’s influence, however, waned considerably
with the onset of Afghanistan’s bloody civil war.
The rise of the Taliban and the enmity of the other
jihadi factions, particularly that of Hizb-i Islami,
meant that Rabbani found himself isolated. During
his Presidency, he governed over “an ever smaller
rump state.”26 The anti-communist factions within
Afghanistan, without the unifying effect catalyzed by
a collective resistance to an outside force, atomized
around different ethnic strongmen.
www.Understandingwar.org
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but stymied centralized command and control and
a unified party structure. Patronage from the center
became the primary means of securing regional
From its early years, unity within the party was largely support, but such gains were often purchased at the
dependent upon a state of external crisis. And yet, expense of control over the rise of semi-autonomous
the Soviet invasion, the civil war that ensued, and strongmen. Strong leadership frequently trumped
the rise of the Taliban were not always enough to party organization. The fixation of radical Islamist
overcome fractious rivalries within the party’s ranks. groups in Afghanistan on strong leaders, rather than
Scholars have retrospectively debated Jamiat’s level on institutions, encouraged a pattern of individual
of cohesion during the early decades of its existence. monopolization over material resources and over the
The advent of the Soviet invasion catapulted the means of violence. Historians have noted that this
Islamist parties within Afghanistan to the fore of fixation reflects one of the historical weaknesses of
national politics, but the leadership of this resistance the model of political Islam as originally promoted by
movement remained fragmented. The competition the Muslim Brotherhood and as later adopted by its
for territorial control between and among the JamiatAfghan brethren: its “dependence on
affiliated military commanders
a single charismatic leader, an amir,
often meant that a strong ideological
Loose arrangements with rather than a more democratically
platform for unified action remained
constituted organization to lead
other regional military
unattainable.27 From the outset,
it.”30 The emphasis on strong
Jamiat’s only real platform was waging
commanders extended the leaders, however, predates this era of
jihad. As such, its elites were largely
history; the country’s
party’s influence during Afghanistan’s
focused on resisting the opposition
model of political Islam was as
at any given time. The creation of a
much an adaptation of pre-existing
its years of resistance,
proactive political agenda, beyond a
dynamics as a departure from it.31
but stymied centralized
stated desire to establish an Islamic
state based upon shari‘a law, proved command and control and a In the case of Ismail Khan, this
elusive.28
centrality of personal leadership
From Ideological Origins To A Cadre Of
Personalities

unified party structure.

As with other political groupings
during this time, including Hizb-i
Islami, ideological fundamentalism would take a
backseat to the cults of personality that were created
around strong leaders and the patronage they provided.
President Karzai’s leadership style in the decade since
the US-led invasion and the agglomeration of power
within presidency has been built upon this self-same
premise. French scholar Olivier Roy’s observation that
the development of political parties encouraged “both
political affiliation and political segmentation” points
to the inherent strengths and weaknesses of Jamiat
as an organization that continue to influence and
characterize its operation today.29 Loose arrangements
with other regional military commanders extended
the party’s influence during its years of resistance,
www.Understandingwar.org

diluted the original ideological impetus
behind the party’s founding. In the
case of Gulbuddin Hekmatyar’s Hizb-i
Islami, it facilitated a dictatorship that determined
the fate of the party’s fortunes and that continues to
this day.32 Even Ahmad Shah Massoud, not usually
identified as a traditional strongman, was essential to
the establishment and success of the Shura-e Nazar.
Because Massoud’s appointment as a regional ‘amir’ for
Jamiat was a nominal title, he “resorted to the creation of
an institutional framework under his direction, which
would have highlighted his leadership role by reducing
personal rivalries and facilitating cooperation.”33 In the
case of Burhanuddin Rabbani, his personal prestige
stemmed from his spiritual, intellectual, and Islamist
credentials, facilitating his role as the titular—if not
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JAMIAT CHRONOLOGY TO 2001

14

Mid- to late1960s

Sunni Islamist organizations loosely modeled after the Muslim Brotherhood
develop in Afghanistan in opposition to the ruling elite, primarily among
students and faculty at Kabul University

1967

Jamiat-e Islami emerges under the leadership of Burhanuddin Rabbani

1973

Prominent Islamist leaders flee to Pakistan following Daoud’s coup

Summer 1974

Rabbani arrives in Pakistan, builds opposition against Gulbuddin Hekmatyar

Mid-1970s

Hekmatyar leads breakaway party Hizb-i Islami

April 1978

War breaks out in Afghanistan

January 1980

At the recommendation of Jamiat, six parties, including Jamiat and Hizb-i
Islami, form an alliance, the Ettehad-i Islami Baray Azadi-yi Afghanistan
(Islamic Union for the Liberty of Afghanistan), though tensions remain
between the two groups

1984

Massoud establishes Shura-e Nazar without the sponsorship of Jamiat
leadership

1992

Abdul Rashid Dostum’s Uzbek military forces unite with Jamiat forces against
Hekmatyar and take control of Kabul. Civil war breaks out between Jamiat
and Hizbi Islami, with continuously shifting alliances

December
1992

Rabbani elected president by a council of 1,400 members after briefly serving
as an appointed president beginning in June

1994

Dostum and his Junbesh party (est. 1992) ally with Hekmatyar against Jamiat
forces; reduces Jamiat’s influence in northern Afghanistan

1996

Establishment of the Northern Alliance/Northern Front.
incorporated into Jamiat government, but infighting persists

September
1996

The Taliban takes control of Kabul with Pakistani support

February 1998

Despite alliance, Jamiat launches offensive against Junbesh

1998

Taliban take control of north from Jamiat

September
2001

Massoud assassinated

November
2001

Fall of Taliban; re-launch of Northern Alliance. Jamiat-e Islami re-emerges,
dominates new government and sidelines Junbesh

Hizb-i

Islami

www.Understandingwar.org
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always practical—head of Jamiat for four decades.34
That Jamiat cohered around networks of resistance
more than a specific Islamist ideology or a particular
political platform is critical to an understanding of the
tanzim’s later politicization of its military power. This
fact, perhaps more than any other, helps to explain
why Jamiat has fragmented so often over the ensuing
years and, by the same token, why later warlordturned-politicians such as Marshal Fahim and Atta
Muhammad Noor found it tactically effective to appeal
to the notion of party and more broadly of ‘mujahideen’
solidarity. As Olivier Roy noted before the cessation of
hostilities with the Soviet Union—a time when Jamiat
was in the ascendance—the resistance of the mujahideen
could “only hope to survive through the extension
of a political organization which is not weakened by
its own internal divisions.”35 Massoud arguably came
closest to bridging some of those internal divisions,
but ultimately Jamiat never developed a proactive
party platform. The party extended its recruits in
large part because of Massoud’s military successes,
but the very need to co-opt military commanders and
networks, including those which were not ethnically
Tajik, meant a necessary dilution of any revolutionary
Islamist framework or party platform. Whereas Islamic
ideology may have served as the original element
of party cohesion, it was rapidly suborned by other,
more tactical priorities, such as military effectiveness
and the ability to dole out patronage. Instead, a kind
of “superficial politicization” developed whereby
strongmen such as Ismail Khan pledged their fealty
to Jamiat in exchange for unifying the otherwise
fragmented political-military resistance in places like
western Afghanistan.36
The case of Ismail Khan illustrates both the source
of Jamiat’s increasingly expansive influence and its
weakness in terms of the lack of its central organization.
Loose arrangements with local strongmen were
necessary to achieve the political objectives of resistance,
be it resistance against the communists or against the
Taliban, but it tended to discourage any robust form of
centralized political organization that governed party
www.Understandingwar.org

elites as well as peripheral strongmen. This pattern has
held true into the present day, with outsized political and
military personalities subordinating party patronage
and party loyalties in the service of their own ends.
Lines of distribution for such patronage have not been
broad-based, but generally narrow and deep, limited to
a handful of players.37
From the Fall of the Taliban to the 2009
Election

In the post-Taliban era, Jamiat evolved from a
traditional tanzim to a party almost entirely based on
patronage politics. As the former networks of the
mujahideen refashioned themselves as “political
parties,” Olivier Roy’s observation in the late 1980s
about the propensity of Afghan politics to veer toward
continual segmentation and loose affiliation continued
to hold true. The ceaseless splitting and coalescing that
Jamiat experienced was largely directed at gaining seats
or other forms of leverage in negotiations before a major
election, rather than reflecting any sustained attempt
at building a genuine party of opposition. As Thomas
Ruttig has observed, “often new parties were launched
without any hint of programmatic differences and by
leaders who were simply not the ‘number one’ in their
old parties.” The possession of armed power—or strong
alliances with those who did possess such power—was
the means by which such leverage was, and continues to
be, secured. In that sense, the party served as a loosely
organized means to attain and retain power.38 Alliances
often proved to be artificial political constructs utilized
for short-term gain, usually in advance of an election.

The Panjshiri Trio: ‘Next Gen’ Jamiat-Affiliated Leaders
Twin events, the death of Ahmad Shah Massoud and the
attacks of September 2001 that precipitated the U.S.-led
intervention, profoundly affected the party’s fortunes.
On the one hand, the death of Massoud left Jamiat
politically leaderless and rudderless. On the other, the
U.S. intervention ensured the ultimate success of the
Northern Alliance—of which Jamiat and its affiliates
were the prime element—against the Taliban.
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Massoud’s assassination at the hands of Jordanian alQaeda affiliates threatened to plunge morale among the
Northern Alliance at a crucial time, when new fronts
were being opened in the north in the battle against the
Pashtun-dominated Taliban. Yet any hope of victory
was far from certain. Massoud’s Shura-e Nazar, or
“Supervisory Council of the North,” had functioned as
a kind of parallel military network within Jamiat, while
still ostensibly deferring to Rabbani’s leadership of the
party.

Rabbani, who was not a participant at the Bonn talks in
Germany, attempted to delay the proceedings to form a
new government. Among his many tactics, he insisted
that any interim government reflect the percentage
of Pashtuns in the Afghan population documented
in the last Afghan census dating back to the 1970s, a
figure potentially much lower than most contemporary
estimates of the day.40 As he had demonstrated in the
1990s, Rabbani was not above playing the role of national
spoiler if it would serve his own interests. Karzai,
however, recognized the importance of currying favor
with the younger Jamiati leadership as well as Jamiat’s
patriarch. This was particularly crucial for Karzai with
respect to Mohammad Qasim Fahim, now the de-facto
military head of the Northern Alliance who had taken
control of Kabul in the waning days of the Taliban
regime. Despite having been arrested, interrogated, and
allegedly tortured under Fahim’s orders while serving
in the Rabbani-led, Tajik-controlled government in the
1990s, Karzai disarmed Northern Alliance leaders by
arriving in Kabul without an armed escort of Pashtun
tribesmen.41

General Mohammad Fahim, Massoud’s loyal lieutenant
and a member of his Panjshiri wing of the Jamiat party,
would be elected among Massoud’s inner circle to
serve as his successor in the U.S.-led intervention that
ensued. Fahim, however, lacked Massoud’s charisma
or his political acumen, and he proved unable to keep
Jamiat from fragmenting in the early days of the new
interim Afghan administration. Nor could he effectively
control the Hazara, Tajik, and Uzbek warlords whose
support Massoud had managed to corral against the
Taliban. Many of these men were now re-claiming their
old fiefdoms in the wake of victory. The fragmentation
within the Northern Alliance was compounded by Fahim, Qanooni, and Abdullah would go on to assume
the actions of Burhanuddin Rabbani, the notional three of the most crucial Cabinet posts in the new
president of Afghanistan from 1992-1996. His former regime—Defense, Interior, and Foreign Affairs—with
administration had proved a failure, and yet, despite his Fahim later apportioning for himself a second title,
unpopularity with many Pashtun communities, expected that of First Vice President.42 Their willingness to
to be reinstated in his former position of influence upon reconcile with a Pashtun executive and the UN-backed
administration gave them considerable influence in the
the fall of the Taliban.39
construction of the interim power-sharing deals and
Rabbani’s opposition to the formation of a broad- debates over disarmament that followed.
based government established in the UN-sponsored
Bonn meetings reflected a larger fissure within Jamiat Although widely hailed in international press as a
between two different generations of its leaders. The so- triumvirate of younger, more modern Jamiati leaders
called “Young Turks,” represented by Panjshiri loyalists assuming the mantle of Massoud’s nationalist legacy,
of Massoud, prominent among them Yunus Qanooni, ethnic divisions and old suspicions persisted. None of
Mohammad Fahim, and Abdullah Abdullah, initially the former Northern Alliance strongmen—Mohammad
proved more willing to work with the international Fahim, Ismail Khan, and Uzbek leader Abdul Rashid
community and with President Karzai on the formation Dostum among them—was particularly interested in
of a coalition government than the older guard of establishing a genuinely national Afghan army, one
Jamiat. As Massoud’s former spokesman, Qanooni was that would have required the disarmament and rea deft negotiator and led the delegation on behalf of the integration of their private militias.43 Fahim’s years as a
Shura-e Nezar at the Bonn summit.
loyal military lieutenant to Massoud had convinced him
16
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PRINCIPAL NORTHERN ALLIANCE ‘PARTIES’48
JAMIAT-E ISLAMI

Founded by Burhanuddin Rabbani prior to
the Soviet invasion; gained its primary
following among Tajiks in the north and
west, though it always included a minority
of Pashtuns. An Islamist party created to
resist secularism and communism, it
gradually took a more moderate, ‘big tent’
approach. This effectively drew in new
recruits
but
resulted
in
limited
coordination among semi-autonomous
factions.

HIZB-I WAHDAT

Established under Iranian pressure in
1989; result of the unification of
Afghanistan’s rival Hazara factions. Hizb-i
Wahdat rose to national prominence
during the civil war, when it seized parts
of Kabul and Mazar-e Sharif in alliance
with Massoud’s Jamiat-e Islami.

JUNBESH-I MILLI

Party led by Uzbek warlord General Abdul
Rashid Dostum from 1992 onwards.
Emerged as a reaction to President
Najibullah’s re-centralization efforts and
Pashtun nationalist influence in the north.
Dostum, a former Communist general, has
long maintained horizontal networks with
other rival factions, including Jamiat-e
Islami and Ittehad-i Islami, but will remain
a reliable ally only insofar as other parties
don’t affect his personal influence.

ITTEHAD-I ISLAMI

Led by Abdul Rasoul Sayyaf, a Pashtun
Islamist
educated
in
Egypt
and
considered, alongside Rabbani, as one of
the founders of Afghanistan’s Islamist
movement. Ittehad never commanded a
large following among ethnic Afghans, but
managed to attract significant Saudi and
Pakistani support and recruit large
numbers of Arab commanders during the
country’s various wars.

that control of the nation’s army was vital to the control
of the country writ large and to the protection of Tajik
elite interests.
In the clashes between rival powers in various northern
provinces—most notably between those commanders
loyal to Tajik general and Jamiati leader from Balkh
province, Mohammad Atta Noor, and those to Uzbek
general Abdul Dostum—Kabul-based Jamiati elites such
as Qanooni and Fahim, who controlled the interior and
defense ministries, were in a position to help secure
www.Understandingwar.org

Atta’s advantage.44 At the time, they were accused of
openly fomenting divisions among the northern Uzbek
opposition and funneling aid to Atta in the hopes of
securing strongholds such as Mazar-e Sharif for their
faction before the upcoming Loya Jirga to select a
transitional administration.45 Within the ministries
themselves, leaders such as Fahim were notorious for
filling senior appointments with former colleagues of
a similar ethnic and geographical background.46 These
early dynamics established Jamiat elites as dominant
within the ruling political class in Kabul. In later years
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Rabbani, Qanooni, Abdullah, and Fahim would all
extend their respective bases of power in different areas
of the government; Qanooni and Abdullah would shift
their efforts to controlling the Parliament, Fahim would
solidify his control over the military, and Rabbani would
eventually assume leadership over the Presidential
Palace’s negotiations with the Taliban.

The First National Election of 2004
Without a formal role in the early years of the
transitional administration, Rabbani publicly claimed
to be focused on transforming Jamiat from a militarized
organization—one predominantly led by Massoud’s
Shura-e Nazar—to a genuine political party in advance
of Afghanistan’s first democratic election.47 Despite
the growing disenchantment with the leadership of the
party and the former Northern Alliance strongmen in
the new administration, Jamiat was widely expected
to command a sizeable constituency in the national
elections. Nevertheless, party leaders found it difficult
to settle on a clear course of action in the late months of
2003 and early months of 2004.

considerable wealth through his role as a minister
in government, were quick to deny publicly that the
purpose of the meetings was to call into question
Karzai’s authority. Although estimates vary as to the
magnitude of Fahim’s personal net worth at the time,
with some ranging upward of a billion U.S. dollars,
there is little doubt that his ability to grant patronage
and appropriate government land through his position
as Minister of Defense made him considerably affluent
and also a target of ire and jealousy within sections of
his own party.50

In the months leading up to the election, former jihadi
leaders would frequently invoke the threat of forming an
opposition coalition against Karzai—leaders including
Rabbani, Ismail Khan, and Abdul Rashid Dostum—but
their collective inability to coalesce around a single
alternative candidate weakened their bargaining
position. The significant authorities granted to the
executive over the legislative branch of government in
the new Afghan Constitution heightened their sense
of unease, but this did not translate into concerted
political action. The strongest leverage these warlords
and former mujahideen consistently applied was the
Disgruntled by presidential and international efforts to threat of revoking their support for the president and,
curb their power through disarmament and monitoring by extension, threatening the current administration—a
efforts —particularly in the north— former mujahideen coalition of different ethnic factions in Afghanistan
commanders, both Jamiat and non-Jamiat alike, heavily dominated by the Northern Alliance—with
found common cause in their complaints. Although disintegration. For the powerbrokers of the former
Afghan law technically forbade the participation of Northern Alliance, the threat of ‘opt-out’ has proven
armed groups in national politics, such provisos were an effective bargaining tactic and one that could serve
difficult in practice to enforce. In October 2003, while them well in the lead-up to the 2014 elections, provided
President Karzai was travelling outside of the country, a semblance of unity among them prevails. As will be
Northern Alliance leaders met to discuss the possibility discussed in a later section, Atta’s convening of the
of withdrawing their support for the president and of “Mazar Summit” of Northern leaders in January 2013
fielding an opposition candidate in the elections. Many suggests an early attempt to demonstrate political
of the former Northern Alliance factions would go on strength through a show of northern solidarity.
to register as formal political parties under the new
constitution, but these older, informal mujahideen Fears of government disintegration have never been
networks essentially remained intact, their leadership insignificant for Karzai, who met with Northern
structure largely unchanged.
Alliance leaders and former mujahideen commanders
Bickering among the different factions, however, meant a few months before the vote to hear their demands,
that no candidate at the time was selected or endorsed.49 and who later insisted that the warlords were “part of
Individual leaders such as Fahim, having achieved the reality of this country.”51 Without a clear majority
18
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of votes, the president knew he would be forced into
a second round of voting and might run the risk of
appearing to lose his governing mandate. Despite past
transgressions, some of these leaders likewise expected
prominent positions in Kabul once Karzai was reelected. Karzai, by the same token, recognized that
keeping many of these warlords closer to Kabul could
prove a useful check on their authority outside of it.
Ismail Khan, for example, would later be reincarnated
as the next Minister for Water and Energy.

initially stepped forward. Qanooni, then serving as
the Education Minister, claimed to have the backing of
Fahim and the other Jamiati leaders in their Panjshiri
wing, including foreign minister Abdullah Abdullah, as
well as many former mujahideen leaders such as General
Daud Khan of Kunduz province.55 The move revealed a
split within the younger generation of Jamiat between
the “Panjshiri Trio” and Massoud’s younger brother.

As is often the case in Afghan politics, neither political
camp ceased speaking to the other about possible deals
In exchange for acknowledgement of their demands for to be brokered throughout this uncertain and sensitive
influence and for recognition, the patriarch of Jamiat, phase. Fahim and Qanooni were in regular contact
Burhanuddin Rabbani, mujahideen veterans such as with the president. Political veterans such as Rabbani
Ismail Khan and Abdul Sayyaf, and younger Northern and Sayyaf were also heavily involved in negotiations,
Alliance leaders such as Fahim and Qanooni publicly but continued to withhold public support for any
expressed their support for Karzai’s candidacy.52 Fahim particular candidate.56 Less than a week before the
was widely expected to remain in his position as one of election, Rabbani announced his support for Karzai
Karzai’s vice presidential running mates; the northern and his son-in-law, Ahmad Zia, citing the interests of
Tajik leader was lobbying heavily to have General the stability and security of the country. Once again,
Bismullah Khan, a fellow Massoud loyalist and Tajik Rabbani displayed his tendency to pursue political ends
commander, take his place at the Ministry of Defense.
that were viewed as ultimately advantageous for him and
However, with hours to spare before the deadline to his close circle of intimates. Jamiat had always heavily
declare his candidacy, Karzai decided to drop Fahim recruited from the Tajik-dominated northern provinces
from the ticket in favor of Ahmad Zia Massoud, a and from the former mujahideen networks of fighters
younger brother of the slain hero. Massoud was serving and commanders; those constituencies were now
at the time as Afghanistan’s ambassador to Moscow and, split between those claiming to support Karzai as the
conveniently, was Burhanuddin Rabbani’s son-in-law. frontrunner candidate and those backing Qanooni.
President Karzai, under pressure from international
allies to distance his administration from Northern Although Rabbani’s influence was never absolute within
Alliance-affiliated warlords and publicly to espouse Jamiat, his endorsement helped secure the outstanding
national disarmament, opted for the potentially riskier contest in Karzai’s favor.57 Qanooni, who had considered
choice of Massoud and Karim Khalili, a Hazara leader himself a member of the “loyal opposition” since leaving
of Hizb-i Wahdat, as his two running mates.53 In both government, had been arguing for a more decentralized
candidates Karzai hoped to stave off the opposition of the and federalized system that would constrain the large
former jihadis by choosing someone close to Rabbani, powers vested in the presidency. The rift would portend
and to simultaneously win over the Hazara ethnic a greater fissure within Jamiat in the ensuing years,
group.54 The decision would have serious consequences, between self-styled opposition politicians who sought
not only for the disarray that the choice of candidate to invest greater powers in a parliamentary system,
threw the party into, but for the considerable ire that it and former mujahideen commanders, who benefited
produced between Karzai and Fahim.
greatly from the spoils the central state apparatus could
provide.58
In the aftermath, the Northern Alliance failed to agree
on a common candidate among the twenty-three that
www.Understandingwar.org
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and constraints on President Karzai’s power. Many of
the members of the United Front, including Rabbani,
The confusion that reigned in the lead-up to and were either legislators at the time or individuals who felt
aftermath of the 2004 presidential election illustrates sidelined within the administration. The United Front’s
the paradoxical fluidity of Afghan politics at this time members included Ahmad Zia Massoud, who cited
as well as its inherent rigidity. A plethora of opposition as his motivations the ruptures with Karzai over the
parties mushroomed in these years, often in the form of slow pace of reform and the president’s preference for
individual leaders founding parties or alliances around negotiations with the Taliban while he had been serving
their own person, without actually jettisoning their as first vice president, and Water and Energy Minister
affiliation with their mother organizations, such as Ismail Khan.62 Massoud’s family connection to Rabbani
helped ensure that the first vice president nevertheless
Jamiat-e Islami, or their previous military networks.
Qanooni attempted to set up his own party, Hizb-i remained politically aligned with Jamiat’s patriarch. His
Afghanistan Newin, or New Afghanistan Party. At the selection as first vice president, however, encouraged a
same time, he was still officially politically affiliated rift with Mohammad Fahim over who would assume the
with the Massoud brothers, who would then challenge mantle of Ahmad Shah Massoud’s legacy in the Panjshir
his attempt to run in the election against Karzai.59 In and represent Tajik interests at the senior-most levels of
2005, Qanooni attempted the creation of another, government.
more robust, opposition alliance in the form of the
National Understanding Front, or Jabahai Tafahim-Millie, Karzai’s Re-election in 2009
made up of at least ten political parties. This, too, soon
disintegrated in the face of internal squabbling. Afghan Splits within the United Front in advance of the 2009
commentators were quick to note that this National presidential elections appeared months before the
Understand Front simply mimicked the composition of beginning of the open period for candidate registration
the former Northern Alliance (with notable exceptions on April 25th.63 Bickering amongst the Front’s members
such Karim Khalili and General Dostum, both of whom meant that an announcement of their nominee, Dr.
were serving in government at the time). As such, it was a Abdullah Abdullah, was delayed from February until
temporary political construct, established solely to lobby April.64 The coup de grace, however, came the day after
for more seats ahead of the parliamentary elections by the announcement, when Marshal Fahim formally
bargaining with the government, rather than to act as a voiced his opposition to Abdullah’s candidacy and threw
his support to the incumbent president.65 Fahim would
parliamentary opposition alliance.60
later join President Karzai’s ticket as one of his two
Qanooni would go on to reconcile not long afterwards running mates.66 The fragmentation within the Front
with Rabbani, an indication of the constant ebb and flow illustrates the importance of timing within Afghan
of breakaway factions within Jamiat. He bequeathed to politics and for President Karzai personally. Although
Rabbani leadership of the opposition in exchange for his discussions between the two had been rumored for
support as a candidate for Speaker of the Lower House, months, President Karzai formally co-opted Fahim
or Wolesi Jirga.61 Another formally launched “United to become his running mate just prior to the deadline
National Front” was subsequently formed in 2007, for candidate nominations. Although Karzai benefited
with Rabbani at its helm and Ahmad Zia Massoud, still from the internal divisions that were already rife within
serving as first vice president, as a prominent member. the Front, the timing of Fahim’s co-option ensured
The Front was billed as a political bloc that brought maximum disarray within the opposition’s ranks,
together members of the current government, former offering them little time to re-group or to renegotiate
communists, and anti-communists to seek electoral with Fahim. For this reason, President Karzai is likely to
changes that allowed for greater Parliamentary influence bide his time until just prior to the September candidate

2004-2008: A Fragmented Opposition
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Photo 1 | Abdullah Abdullah speaks at a Jamiat
conference. (Source: Facebook)

registration deadline before making his preferences for
the 2014 election publicly known.
The fissures in 2009 centered around three factional
divisions within Jamiat: Rabbani (who eventually
supported the candidacy of former Foreign Minister
Abdullah Abdullah), Fahim (co-opted by President
Karzai to become his running mate who had been
opposed to Abdullah’s candidacy), and Ahmad Zia
Massoud (who early on had expressed an interest in
pursuing his own political platform and was likewise
opposed to Abdullah Abdullah).67 Dr. Abdullah, the
former Foreign Affairs Minister who had been Ahmad
Shah Massoud’s physician during the jihad and straddled
the ethnic divide with his Pashtun and Tajik roots, was
not himself a formal member of the United Front. In
order to secure his candidacy, he was forced to join in
order to be selected by the group.68 At a time when Karzai
was facing pressure internally and externally over the
slow pace of reform and mounting civilian casualties,
his choice of Fahim reflected an oft-used tactic. Karzai
has frequently splintered his opposition by bringing into
the fold members of Jamiat and other key ethnic groups,
by luring them with ministry appointments, business
deals, and other senior positions in government.
The relationship between Fahim and Karzai may have
been severely strained from 2004-2009, but it was never
broken.69 This dynamic is typical of Afghan politics and
it reflects the mutual interests that bound these two
leaders together. Fahim still controlled many of the most
www.Understandingwar.org

effective segments of the Afghan armed forces, whose
commanders were loyal to him personally and not to any
national institution. At the same time, Fahim’s access to
state patronage provided a critical means by which he
continued to build his influence. Once Fahim, and other
warlords such as Dostum whom Karzai lured away with
promises, opted out of the United Front, the opposition
coalition fell apart and lost momentum. The upshot of
this episode is that co-option of influential warlords
has been President Karzai’s most effective antidote to
the threat posed by his political opponents. Any chosen
successor to Karzai, particularly a Pashtun successor,
will almost certainly be influenced by the success of this
model of politicking across ethnic divisions.
Nevertheless, in the course of his campaign Abdullah
managed to retain the support of certain Jamiati
segments, including that of the powerful Governor of
Balkh, Atta Muhammed Noor, the Massoud brothers,
and Burhanuddin Rabbani. That support, and the
widespread allegations of corruption and vote fraud, was
sufficient to create the conditions for a second round
run-off between Karzai and Abdullah. The political
uncertainty that resulted from the lack of an outright
victory was precisely what the Karzai campaign had
hoped to avoid. The months of haggling with the United
Nations, the Independent Election Commission (IEC),
and the Electoral Complaints Commission (ECC) over
allegations of vote fraud led to the scheduling of a runoff in November in that year. Abdullah Abdullah pulled
out of the race just prior to the run-off, citing the
impossibility of fair play in a second round of voting.70
Speculation ran rampant as to Abdullah’s motivations.
Abdullah’s representatives, in particular Burhanuddin
Rabbani, had been negotiating with President Karzai
behind closed doors over a potential power-sharing deal
mere hours before Abdullah announced his withdrawal.
Rabbani was rumored to have insisted that one of his
sons be installed in a Cabinet post and that Atta Noor be
allowed to remain as governor of Balkh. Neither side at
the time was willing to confirm the precise parameters
of the power-sharing deal or whether Abdullah’s bowing
out was a result of their failure or their success. Aides to
Abdullah during this period cited the former Foreign
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Minister’s desire for sweeping electoral reform as the real
source of the impasse between the two men. Rabbani, it
seemed, proved much more willing to negotiate over titfor-tat political spoils, which Karzai would have been
far more amenable to than constitutional reform.71

highlighted the coalition’s fragmentation.

However, Dr. Abdullah’s “Hope and Change” party
suffered a severe setback when President Karzai wooed
one of its leading members, Burhanuddin Rabbani,
back into the government fold.73 After President
Karzai appointed the Jamiati veteran to be the head
of the Consultative Peace Jirga in 2010 and later
Chairman of the High Peace Council, Hope and
Change struggled to present a united opposition front.
Abdullah boycotted the peace consultations in June of
that year. Rabbani’s leadership of the proceedings only

Karzai’s techniques of individual co-option and the
constant infighting among Jamiati grandees meant
that Jamiat-supported opposition alliances from 20022009 struggled to endure. Jamiat’s political involvement
in the years since the fall of the Taliban reflected this
“rinse and repeat” cycle: the prospect of elections would
split the party’s affiliates between pro-government
and various opposition factions, largely —though not
exclusively—depending upon whether one was in power
in the government, or whether one’s influence was

The 2010 Parliamentary elections in September, marred
by allegations of fraud, did not result in a clear majority
for either side.74 Both pro-government and opposition
leaders each claimed to be able to count on at least 100
The crucial lesson of the 2009 election for President supporters in the 249-seat Lower House of Parliament,
Karzai was two-fold: enervate your opponents by but individual legislators were prone to switching sides
negotiating with them from a position of strength and or to simply remaining undecided.75 Although Abdullah
avoid a contested political outcome at all costs. Once a managed to bring together many of the younger, more
second round voting appeared likely, the Tajik opposition technocratic Jamiati cohort within his Hope and Change
politicians within the Abdullah camp reverted to coalition—including Ahmad Wali Massoud, Yunus
negotiating with the incumbent regime. However, in Qanooni, and former National Directorate of Security
the course of doing so they also undermined any sense (NDS) Chief Amrullah Saleh— it, too, struggled to
develop an active reform agenda and
of common purpose. For those like
to appeal to a broad-based, multiAbdullah that claimed to have failed
Karzai’s
techniques
of
ethnic majority.76
in this endeavor, the preferred
strategy was to form a reconstituted
individual co-option and
Other Jamiat-affiliated heavyweights,
opposition within Parliament. This
the
constant
infighting
such as Fahim and Ismail Khan, were
shifting back and forth between the
‘establishment’ and the ‘opposition,’
among Jamiati grandees serving in the government and were
not inclined to become members. Atta
and between the executive and the
meant
that
JamiatNoor, at one time very vocal in his
legislature, based on the perception
support for Abdullah, had noticeably
of political gains or losses has proven
supported opposition
toned down his anti-Karzai rhetoric.
to be a kind of “rinse and repeat”
alliances from 2002A series of retaliations initiated by
cycle among Tajik leaders during
the previous decade. After stepping
2009 struggled to endure. the central government against his
authority in Balkh province are
down from the race, and in a move
rumored to have convinced him that
reminiscent of Qanooni in 2004,
Abdullah established his own opposition alliance, Omid his material and political interests were better served
Wa Taghir, or the “Hope and Change” Party. Predictably, by adopting a moderated stance. At a time when many
Rabbani’s Jamiat became one of the leading parties of provincial governors were being dismissed, he remained
ensconced in his post as governor of Balkh.77
the alliance.72
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being circumscribed. The dividing line between these
two groups was incredibly porous, with individuals
frequently shifting their loyalties from one side to the
other.

From Rabbani’s Assassination to the 2014
Election

“The Martyr of Peace:” Rabbani’s Assassination

However, the constant horse-trading and defections Ten years after the assassination of Ahmad Shah
between and among Jamiat’s loose factions does not Massoud, another towering figure of the Northern
obscure the reality that the two camps were entwined Alliance was killed. A Taliban sympathizer carrying
by their desire for “joint economic management, explosives in his turban and claiming to support
shared positions of power and the will to maintain this reconciliation talks assassinated Rabbani in his home
status quo.”78 The pro-Karzai camp and what Qanooni in Kabul. Much of the focus surrounding Burhanuddin
labeled the “loyal opposition” have been locked in a Rabbani’s assassination at the hands of the Taliban
kind of symbiotic relationship since the government’s centered upon the event’s impact on the ongoing peace
early years. At various times this relationship has negotiations and the leadership vacancy it left on the
experienced strain, but the mutual interest in joint High Peace Council (HPC)—an ad hoc organization
gain was never severed. Thomas Barfield aptly observes whose members were appointed by the government and
that in Afghan politics “opportunism could always be charged with advancing peace negotiations with the
counted on to undermine any other ‘ism’ (Islamism, insurgents.
nationalism, socialism, etc.).”79 This basic premise has
characterized the relationship between the president However, Rabbani’s death left also an important
and most members of the Tajik-dominated party in the vacancy within Jamiat. Although Rabbani was never a
mujahideen commander—and at times stood at odds
decade after the fall of the Taliban.80
with Ahmad Shah Massoud’s Shura-e Nazar—he was
The strength of the party’s past credentials did not one of the few veterans of both the Soviet and civil
translate into its development into a modern political wars that maintained strong links with the presidential
in the north), and with
organization. As is often the case in Afghan politics, palace, with the ulema (largely
81
personalities dominated the landscape; little distinction former jihadi commanders. Rabbani never regained
was made between Jamiat ‘members’ and ‘sympathizers.’ the stature he possessed as president of the country in
Those, like Qanooni, Massoud, and Abdullah, who opted the 1990s, but he played an outsized role behind the
to create their own spin-off factions were essentially scenes as both a political broker and presiding patriarch
shuffling and re-shuffling the composition of their new of the various centripetal forces within Jamiat. Because
parties amongst the same set of players. This continuity he had never fully allied himself with either the Karzai
made it difficult for the party to transcend previous government or with the Jamiat-led opposition in its
ethnic boundaries and the specific concerns of its various incarnations, he was well positioned to act as an
mujahideen veterans; whatever nationalist aspirations intermediary between the two camps.
Massoud may have had prior to his assassination were
not effectively taken up by his successors. The legacy of
the party, with respect to its anti-Soviet and anti-Taliban
credentials, cemented Jamiat’s distinctiveness among
Afghan political factions. However, in the post-Taliban
era this impeded the party’s transcendence beyond
parochial, regional, and ethnic concerns.
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Rabbani, however, had not made adequate preparations
to select his successor at the time of his violent demise.
In January 2011, the party had announced its intention
to hold a party congress to select a new generation of
leadership within Jamiat. However, repeated delays—
and Rabbani’s propensity for clinging to a position once
he had laid claim to it—prevented such a conclave from
coming to fruition. At the time of his assassination,
his son-in-law, Ahmad Zia Massoud, was serving as
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WHO’S WHO AMONG
JAMIAT-AFFILIATED
LEADERS
WHO’S
WHO AMONG JAMIAT-AFFILIATED

LEADERS, PART I

CURRENT POST:
Opposition Leader, National Coalition of Afghanistan
Opposition Candidate, 2009 Presidential Election

ABDULLAH ABDULLAH

RELEVANT POSTS:
Minister of Foreign Affairs (2001-2006)
ETHNICITY:
Mixed Tajik and Pashtun, b. Kabul
ACTIVITIES DURING THE TALIBAN ERA:
Advisor and physician to Ahmad Shah Massoud
CURRENT POST:
First Vice President (2009-present)
RELEVANT POSTS:
Minister of Defense and Vice President (2002-2004)

MARSHAL QASIM FAHIM

ETHNICITY:
Tajik, b. Panjshir Province
ACTIVITIES DURING THE TALIBAN ERA:
Head of Intelligence & Minister for National Security, Northern
Alliance
CURRENT POST:
Minister of Water and Energy (2005-present)

ISMAIL KHAN

RELEVANT POSTS:
Governor of Herat Province (2002-2004)
ETHNICITY:
Tajik, b. Herat Province
ACTIVITIES DURING THE TALIBAN ERA:
Fled to neighboring Iran, later captured by the Taliban

CURRENT POST:
Opposition Politician, National Front of Afghanistan
RELEVANT POSTS:
Ambassador to the United Kingdom (2002-2006)

AHMED WALI MASSOUD

ETHNICITY:
Tajik, younger brother of Ahmad Shah Massoud
ACTIVITIES DURING THE TALIBAN ERA:
Member, Northern Alliance
CURRENT POST:
Opposition Leader, National Front of Afghanistan

AHMAD ZIA MASSOUD

RELEVANT POSTS:
Vice President (2004-2009)
Ambassador to Russia (2001-2004), later extended to
Moldova, Belarus, Armenia
ETHNICITY: Tajik, b. Ghazni Province
ACTIVITIES DURING THE TALIBAN ERA:
Member, Northern Alliance
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WHO’S WHO AMONG JAMIAT-AFFILIATED LEADERS, PART II
CURRENT POST:
Governor of Balkh Province (2004-present)

an

ATTA MOHAMMAD NOOR

RELEVANT POSTS:
Governor of Balkh Province
Supporter of Abdullah Abdullah in 2009
ETHNICITY: Tajik, b. Balkh Province
ACTIVITIES DURING THE TALIBAN ERA:
Commander of 7th Corps, Northern Alliance who, along with
Abdul Rashid Dostum, drove the Taliban out of Mazar-i Sharif
CURRENT POST:
Minister of Parliament for Kabul (2010-present)
Member, National Front of Afghanistan

YUNUS QANOONI

RELEVANT POSTS:
Minister of Education (2002-2004)
Speaker of the Lower House of Parliament (2005-2010)
Leader, New Afghanistan Party (now defunct)
ETHNICITY: Tajik, b. Panjshir Province

y, Northern

ACTIVITIES DURING THE TALIBAN ERA:
Member, Northern Alliance
CURRENT POST: Deceased

BURHANUDDIN RABBANI

RELEVANT POSTS:
Chairman, High Council for Peace and Reconciliation
Leader, Jamiat-i Islami
President, Islamic State of Afghanistan (1992-1996)
ETHNICITY: Tajik, b. Badakhshan Province
ACTIVITIES DURING THE TALIBAN ERA:
One of the leaders of the Northern Alliance and head of
Jamiat-i Islami, worked closely with Ahmad Shah Massoud and
Mohammad Fahim against the Taliban

ban

CURRENT POST:
Chairman, High Council for Peace & Reconciliation (2012-present)

n

SALAHUDDIN RABBANI

RELEVANT POSTS:
Ambassador to Turkey (2010-2012)
ETHNICITY: Tajik, b. Kabul
ACTIVITIES DURING THE TALIBAN ERA:
Worked for Saudi ARAMCO in both Saudi Arabia and the UAE,
later attended business school in London

CURRENT POST:
Opposition Leader, Afghanistan Green Party
RELEVANT POSTS:
Head of Intelligence, National Directorate of Security (2004-2010)

to

AMRULLAH SALEH

ETHNICITY:
Tajik, b. Panjshir Province
ACTIVITIES DURING THE TALIBAN ERA:
Appointed by Ahmad Shah Massoud to head the Northern
Alliance’s liaison office in Dushanbe, Tajikistan
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the acting head of the party, in charge of its day-today affairs.82 Although Ahmad Zia was viewed as a
likely candidate to replace Rabbani, a few weeks after
Rabbani’s death the Jamiat party leadership announced
the selection of Salahuddin Rabbani, Rabbani’s eldest
son, as the interim head of the party.
Formerly Afghanistan’s ambassador to Turkey,
Salahuddin was widely regarded as a safe choice—one
that paid homage to his father’s memory and that could
rally the party faithful.83 In February 2012, Salahuddin
announced that a new Jamiat Party Congress would soon
select the next official leader. After nearly six months
of political wrangling and protestations from many of
its senior members, President Karzai chose to appoint
Salahuddin to his father’s former position as head of
the High Peace Council.84 At the time of publication,
Rabbani’s son remains in his position as interim party
leader.85

The Four Horsemen of The Opposition
With Abdullah’s coalition limping along and Ahmad Zia’s
political prospects on the wane, the announcement of yet
another Jamiat-affiliated opposition front led by Ahmad
Zia Massoud was not surprising. The establishment
of ‘new’ opposition parties and alliances—typically
reincarnations of previous groupings, comprised of
similar sets of players—proved to be a useful tactic for
both Qanooni in 2004 and Abdullah in 2009 when they
faced political marginalization. Nor did the creation of
these new parties demand that they sever their ties to
their mother organization of Jamiat.
The creation of such opposition alliances was
purposefully timed to coincide with preparations for
upcoming national elections and the chance to compete
for parliamentary votes. In November 2011—ahead
of the president’s Loya Jirga—Ahmad Zia Massoud
announced the reincarnation of the National Front
of Afghanistan.86 This National Front echoed the
opposition alliance of the same name led by Rabbani in
2007. The discussions over the formation of such an
alliance had preceded Rabbani’s demise, with the elder
www.Understandingwar.org

political veteran encouraging his son-in-law to broaden
the coalition’s ethnic base before its formal launch.
Although it struggled to secure Pashtun support,
Dostum and Mohaqqeq, supportive of Karzai in the
2009 election but growing disenchanted with their
respective levels of influence, signed on as members of
the Front.87
Massoud’s fortunes had been wavering since his
replacement as vice president in favor of Fahim, a
condition further exacerbated by Rabbani’s death. As
acting head of the party, he had been widely expected to
take over the leadership of Jamiat, only to be passed over
in favor of Rabbani’s son, Salahuddin.88 The narrower
subset of parties and groupings in the new National
Front in comparison with its predecessor underscores
the balkanization that Jamiat continued to experience in
the wake of Rabbani’s death. Less than four weeks later,
Abdullah Abdullah announced the transformation of
Hope and Change into yet another opposition alliance,
the National Coalition for Afghanistan. The National
Coalition was a feeble attempt at broadening the appeal
of Hope and Change by expanding its Pashtun and
Uzbek membership, although it also included prominent
Jamiat members such as former Speaker of Parliament
Yunus Qanooni and Ahmad Wali Massoud. Although
Abdullah’s new coalition mirrored Zia Massoud’s
National Front in its claims to support a parliamentary
system in Afghanistan that devolved power away from
the executive, a willingness to talk to the Taliban, and
demands for electoral reform, the two never merged.89
Neither Abdullah nor Zia Massoud have ever possessed
the kind of stature that allowed Burhanuddin Rabbani
to call for unity amongst the Jamiat-affiliated opposition
groups during the creation of the United Front.
Saleh, who had established his own “Green Movement,”
Abdullah, who had launched the National Coalition
for Afghanistan, Qanooni, Fahim, and Ismail Kahn
were all noticeably absent at the inauguration of Zia
Massoud’s National Front. Qanooni’s New Afghanistan
Party had, by this point, become essentially defunct. His
reconciliation with Rabbani had facilitated his entrée
into parliament and a return to the Jamiat fold. This
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absence also extended to prominent former communists emboldened the Taliban and their sponsors in Pakistan:
and royalists that had once allied with Rabbani in “Participation should not have been at this level,” Saleh
2007.90 Atta Noor, frequently dismissive of the political stated, “because the person who had come on behalf of
federalism and decentralization advocated by the Front, the Taliban … has never met Mullah Omar. He was sent
also remained absent. He had noticeably declined to to Paris by the ISI.”96 In May of 2013, representatives
participate in 2007 when Burhanuddin Rabbani had of the Afghan intelligence service announced they had
tried to unite the opposition.91
defused a Taliban plot to assassinate Abdullah Abdullah
and Ahmad Zia Massoud.97 The Taliban attacker,
Nowhere was this balkanization within the party more Nazifullah, declared upon his arrest that he had received
apparent than over negotiations with the Taliban.92 orders from the Taliban Quetta Shura in Pakistan
Burhanuddin Rabbani’s acceptance of the chairmanship to assassinate both northern leaders.98 Later that
of the HPC had generated tensions within Jamiat’s month, both Zia Massoud and Saleh expressed strident
ranks. Although some members of the party favored skepticism about the unveiling of the Taliban’s Doha
playing an active role in the peace
office in Qatar as a platform from
negotiations to influence the
which to begin peace talks. Saleh
discussions in their favor, others
claimed the Doha representatives,
“If there is a national
were increasingly skeptical that
who styled their office perch as the
understanding, a collective
Rabbani’s appointment represented
“Islamic Emirate of Afghanistan,”
anything more than a political ploy
were sent by Pakistani intelligence
understanding by all Afghan
by President Karzai to keep the
agents and were out of touch with
leaders
on
a
candidate,
northern factions on board with his
Taliban leader Mullah Mohammad
peace agenda.93
Omar. Massoud feared the
then I won’t run. But if the
opening of the office would lead
President
makes
a
decision
Rumors circulated that Karzai had
to an increase in violence in the
removed Amrullah Saleh, long
country.99 Nevertheless, both
only with his own team,
suspicious of Pakistani influence
Zia Massoud and Abdullah have
then
I
will
be
a
candidate.”
in Afghanistan, from his position
subsequently expressed alarm over
as head of the national intelligence
President Karzai’s suspension of
- Atta Mohammad Noor
service, the National Directorate of
negotiations over the Bilateral
Security (NDS), as a presidential
Security Agreement with the
concession to Pakistan. Out of office, as head of his new United States in reaction to perceived U.S. complicity
“Green Trend” movement, Saleh adopted a very public in the manner of the opening of the office and the
anti-Taliban stance.94 Not only did Saleh’s position possibility of a “zero option” for U.S. troops after 2014.
reveal a rift with both Rabbanis on the High Peace A spokesman for the National Coalition, Fazal Rahman
Council, it indicated a perspective more stridently anti- Orya, attacked President Karzai for acting ‘childishly’
negotiations than either Abdullah’s National Coalition in his reaction to the opening of the Doha office.100
for Afghanistan or Massoud’s National Front.
The spectrum of opinion on negotiations across the
The latter two party leaders have remained cautiously various Jamiat-led splinter groups makes it difficult,
open to talks. Zia Massoud attended discussions with though not insurmountable, to present a unified
the Taliban in Paris in December 2012, while Abdullah opposition in 2014. Neither Abdullah nor Massoud has
sent lower-level representatives from the National ever ruled out the possibility of joining forces. In June
Coalition.95 Saleh was critical of their participation, 2012, Massoud announced his desire to field a joint
commenting that their presence at the table only candidate in the 2014 elections with Abdullah’s National
28
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Atta Mohammad Noor: From Provincial
Strongman to Presidential Candidate?

Photo 2 | The Atta Mazar Summit. (Source: afghanistantoday.org)

Coalition, citing a similar zeal between the two groups to
enact political reform.101 Saleh, too, despite his strongly
held bias against any form of negotiated deal with
the Taliban, has associated himself with the National
Front. Like the Northern Alliance before it, the label
“National Front” has once again become synonymous
with a kind of northern mujahideen political solidarity,
but a solidarity that may nonetheless dissolve in the face
of tempting offers by the central government. Figures
such as Dostum and Mohaqqeq, both notionally tied to
the National Front, have historically proven fickle allies
in the face of promising offers from Kabul.102 For many
of these former warlords, politics continues to revolve
around power rather than principle, making them lessthan-reliable allies of the opposition.
As the political professionals within Jamiat continue
to splinter and coalesce amongst themselves, the real
influence of the party in 2014 may instead reside
with two former mujahideen commanders and Jamiat
heavyweights, Marshal Fahim and Atta Noor. The
directions in which the political loyalties of these two
individuals turn are likely to play an outsized role in
determining how united Jamiat’s current and former
members will be in 2014. Both men have proven
capable of maintaining an alliance with the Karzai-led
government at the same time that they have dabbled in
opposition politics when circumstances suit them.
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Governor Atta Mohammad Noor, the warlord-turnedgovernor from Afghanistan’s strategically located
northern province of Balkh, has long presided as
Jamiat’s regional leader in the north.103 According to a
recent Wall Street Journal report, “giant billboards” of the
governor, plastered across the provincial capital Mazare-Sharif, far outnumber those of President Karzai.104
A mujahideen veteran who fought with the Northern
Alliance and who has ruled over Balkh as governor since
2004, Atta has in recent months elicited rumblings that
his ambitions both within the party and on the national
political stage may have grown. Atta had announced
his intention to take the helm of Jamiat after Rabbani’s
assassination—the same day that Salahuddin was elected
as its interim leader — to prevent the party from possible
rupture. “If there are other candidates,” he stated, “I
will accept the job after consultations in a bid to save the
party from recession.”105
Atta’s rise to power, his feuds with General Dostum
for control of Mazar-e Sharif, and his reconciliation
with President Karzai after Abdullah’s defeat in the
2009 election have been well documented and will
not be covered in detail here.106 One oft-cited reason
for Karzai’s willingness to co-opt Atta rather than
marginalize him as he did Abdullah and Qanooni
has been the stability that the governor is perceived
to provide within the province and its environs. That
image of stability as conditional upon Atta’s leadership
in the north is one that Atta is rumored to have actively
created, including by inciting a certain degree of
trouble in the province during his absences from Balkh
in the wake of Abdullah’s defeat.107 However, another
reason may derive from the fact that Atta has been far
less critical of centralized power within the Afghan state
than his counterparts in the opposition, many of whom
have been ardent advocates of a federalized Afghan
state. This has not prevented Kabul from attempting
divide-and-conquer strategies in the north to weaken
the influence of regional powerbrokers, Atta among
them. The truce between Karzai and Atta indicated,
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however, that the relationship was fruitful enough for
both of them to want to maintain the status quo.108

his interest in reconciling with Hizb-i Islami since
at least April of last year and reportedly met multiple
times with the head of its legitimate political wing,
With the notable exception of his support for Abdullah Economy Minister Abdul Hadi Arghandiwal.114 Atta’s
in the 2009 campaign, Atta has avoided becoming behavior suggests it may be far easier for many of these
too closely aligned with the various Jamiat-inspired former Northern Alliance members to reconcile with
opposition parties and he has not risked a permanent Hizb-i Islami’s political wing, a reconciliation that may
fall-out with Karzai. Instead, he has preferred to benefit not necessarily require insurgent leader Gulbuddin
from his notional support for the central government, Hekmatyar’s blessing, than with the Taliban. Atta
while operating at a remove from the intrigues of its has frequently criticized Salahuddin Rabbani’s High
Kabul-based elites. This hedging capacity on Atta’s Peace Council as ineffectual.115 A few weeks after his
part may be his greatest political strength and one that December announcement that a coalition with Hizb-i
could serve him well should he run in the national Islami might be in the offing, Atta met with another
elections.109
former enemy, General Dostum, behind closed doors
to discuss forming an alliance ahead of the elections.
Looking ahead to 2014, Atta would have the option of Dostum holds the largely ceremonial role of Chief of
positioning himself either as an opposition candidate Staff to the Commander-in-Chief of the Afghan Armed
or as one more closely aligned with President Karzai Forces, and he has vied with Atta for control of Balkh
and whoever his chosen successor might be. There are for much of the last decade.116
indications that Atta is aware of this dynamic, and has History suggests that Atta’s maneuvering may be
begun positioning himself to become a—if not the— carefully planned. In 1993, during the civil war,
northern frontrunner for 2014. Whether Atta is strictly Hekmatyar’s group found an unlikely bedfellow in
envisioning a run strictly for the presidency or is aiming Dostum’s Junbesh and both turned on Jamiat in the
to join a presidential ticket as a vice president as Fahim battle for Kabul.117 Despite their historical enmity and
and Zia Massoud did before him remains unclear. At his variable political fortunes, Dostum still remains
a press conference in November with the U.S. deputy one of the most important—if not the most important—
Special Envoy for Afghanistan, Atta announced his strongmen in Afghanistan’s northwest. And despite
possible candidacy for the presidential elections, citing the aura of power and unassailability that Atta likes
his desire to run if the people supported him.110 The to project, the governor’s primary influence remains
governor has also publicly stated in the past that he largely limited to his home turf of Balkh and a few of its
intends to ignore any other Jamiat-affiliated candidates surrounding provinces in the north, such as Sar-i Pul
that might step forward.111 In January of 2013, Atta and Samangan.118
affirmed that “if there is a national understanding, a
collective understanding by all Afghan leaders on a Even within the ranks of Jamiat sympathizers, rival
candidate, then I won’t run. But if the president makes networks exist in Badakhshan, Panjshir, Parwan and
a decision only with his own team, then I will be a other stronghold provinces. Within major areas of
candidate.”112
Badakshan, for example, the Rabbani family network
has traditionally held greatest sway, largely because of
A few weeks prior to this announcement, Atta indicated the patronage that Rabbani doled out over the years to
his readiness to form a coalition with Hizb-i Islami, his home district and to areas in and around Faisabad,
Jamiat’s nemesis throughout much of the last few Badakshan’s capital.119 Since Daud Khan’s assassination
decades, whose militant wing of the party led by in 2011, Atta has reportedly forged ties to Ismail Khan
Gulbuddin Hekmatyar constitutes one of Afghanistan’s in the west, in addition to fostering connections with
formidable insurgent groups.113 Atta had been indicating local strongmen in Baghlan, Kunduz, and Takhar.120
30
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Atta would need to rely on external alliances, as well
as his own personal network within Jamiat, to help
cement his national profile, as well as to hedge against
any security contingencies once NATO troops have
largely withdrawn.121 This may to some extent explain
why, in late January 2013, Atta played host to four other
former Northern Alliance leaders in Balkh, each of
whom pledged to support Atta’s candidacy for president
should the governor decide to run.122 The members of
this so-called “Northern Summit” or “Mazar Alliance”
included Dostum, Mohaqqeq, Saleh, and Zia Massoud.
Noticeably absent among them was Abdullah Abdullah.
Atta’s historical rivalries with Dostum and Mohaqqeq
have played into previous attempts by President Karzai
to manipulate factional divisions in the north to his
advantage, and a display of solidarity among these
three in particular could be aimed at forestalling such
attempts in the run-up to the election. His publication of
a political paper, entitled “Ejma-ye Milli,” in February
2013, supported the idea of a greater decentralization
of power, a position both Dostum and Mohaqqeq claim
to support as members of the National Front, though
he remained adamantly opposed to the federalization of
the Afghan state.123
Conventional wisdom has often held that Afghanistan’s
head of state must be a Pashtun in order to maintain
an ethnic balance within a government traditionally
dominated by members of the Northern Alliance.
Rabbani’s ill-fated presidency was one of the few
exceptions in recent decades to that convention.
There is little doubt that if Atta decides to run on a
presidential ticket, he will need to position himself
carefully to garner the support of Afghanistan’s
Pashtun communities without alienating his northern
base. Securing the allegiance of the political, if not the
militant, wing of Hizb-i Islami could provide Atta with
the leverage he needs to expand his appeal to various
Pashtun powerbrokers and their constituencies.124
The political wing of Hizb-i Islami has become a
potent political force in the country. Karzai’s present
government includes many former and current
members of Hizb-i Islami, such as Farooq Wardak,
the Education Minister, and Abdul Karim Khurram,
www.Understandingwar.org

Photo 2 | Ahmad Zia Massoud. (Source: Facebook)

Karzai’s Chief of Staff. Recent reporting indicates that
Omar Daudzai, a former Hizb-i Islami member and
current Afghan Ambassador to Pakistan, may also be
positioning himself to be the Pashtun frontrunner
candidate.125 If so, Atta’s maneuvers would serve to put
President Karzai on notice that he must either factor
the governor and his “Northern Alliance” faction into
his decision-making regarding the composition of a
successor government or risk the prospect of a semiunited northern opposition bloc.
Above all, there remains the underlying question
of whether a bid for the highest office of the land is
enough to change Atta’s calculus about surrendering the
lucrative governorship of Balkh. By keeping himself at
arm’s length from the political wrangling in Kabul, Atta,
unlike Fahim, has managed to avoid being perceived as
too close to the Karzai regime, of which he has often
been critical. From his perch in Mazar-e Sharif, he and
the Jamiat-affiliated elites that surround him control
much of the lucrative trade and investment flows into
the region, as well as the major media outlets.126
Atta is unlikely to make a serious play for a larger
role unless and until his interests are secure. Karzai
marginalized both Qanooni and Abdullah within the
central government in Kabul after he defeated their
candidacies, and this is not a scenario that Atta would
like to emulate. This is particularly so because the
governorship in Balkh has long attracted Atta’s bitter
rivals, among them Dostum’s Junbesh.127 President
Karzai’s pronouncement that any candidate in the
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elections should resign his current post is likely to put
pressure on Atta to secure a solid consensus behind
him before he acts.128 On July 1, 2013, the Provisional
Leadership Council of Jamiat, led by Salahuddin
Rabbani, announced the party’s intention to stand
behind a single candidate for the elections.129 At the
same press conference, Atta Noor was made Executive
Director of the party’s Executive Council, although all
positions remain temporary until Jamiat holds another,
long overdue, party congress. The move suggests that
Atta continues to consolidate his hold over the party
and, just as importantly, that the center of gravity within
Jamiat may be shifting away from the Panjshiri wing of
the organization led by Fahim and the Massoud brothers.
None of Fahim’s close allies were appointed to the party’s
new interim board and Ismail Khan also appeared to
have been sidelined during the proceedings.130 The
wedge that appears to be forming between Fahim and
Ismail Khan on the one hand, and Atta Noor on the
other, could serve President Karzai well if his intention
is to once again split the Jamiat vote ahead of the 2014
elections.
Marshal Mohammad Qasim Fahim: Jamiat’s
Kingpin

No discussion of Jamiat’s future prospects would be
complete without a discussion of First Vice President
Marshal Fahim, Ahmad Shah Massoud’s second-incommand in the Shura-e Nazar and, after Rabbani’s
assassination, arguably the most influential leader
within Jamiat. Having served as Ahmad Shah Massoud’s
head of intelligence and defense minister during
the Transitional Administration from 2002-2004,
Massoud was rumored to have harbored presidential
ambitions at the peak of his power after the fall of the
Taliban.131 However, tensions with President Karzai
never escalated into permanent rupture.
Fahim instead assisted the president in exchange for
garnering a considerable degree of power and influence
for himself and his allies in the new state government.132
Like Atta, Fahim has supported the consolidation of a
centralized state, provided such centralization does
not obstruct the development of regional and factional
32

patronage networks in favor of his Tajik Jamiati allies.
Informal mujahideen networks under strongmen like
Fahim and Atta have remained intact, despite persistent
efforts at disarmament over the years.133
In 2009 and 2010 Karzai began re-cementing his
alliance with Fahim after dropping him from the
presidential ticket in 2004. In addition to the mutual
financial interests realized by both sides, reconciliation
between the two provided a set of concrete political
benefits for both individuals and their respective
networks. Fahim was granted additional freedom
to control security appointments within the Afghan
National Security Forces and in the northern provinces;
by the same token, his presence in the government
allowed Karzai to co-opt enough influential Tajiks to
continue to keep his opposition—particularly within
Jamiat—divided.134
Despite external assaults on that alliance, such as the
unraveling of the Kabul Bank scandal that implicated
the brothers of both men, there is little reason to believe
it has disintegrated. Karzai’s decision to appoint Fahim
loyalist Bismullah Khan Mohammadi as minister of
defense suggests that at least one of Fahim’s primary
conditions for participating in the government—namely,
that he and the Tajiks retain control over significant
elements of the national security forces—is still being
met.135 This decision came even after parliament’s
impeachment of Bismullah Khan as Minister of Interior
in August of 2012, and after rumors that his shift to the
Interior was precipitated by Karzai’s fear of a coup if
Khan were left in his position as army chief-of-staff.136
These rumors of Karzai’s fears appear ill-founded, since
the president has very deliberately kept Khan in control
of the state’s security apparatus.
Fahim’s future political prospects remain an open
question. An alliance with one or another of the
opposition leaders at first blush appears unlikely.
Ahmad Zia Massoud replaced Fahim on the presidential
ticket in 2004, and Abdullah ran against a KarzaiFahim ticket in 2009. Neither episode is likely to have
endeared Fahim to either the National Front or to the
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National Coalition. Fahim’s hand-picked successor,
General Daud Daud Khan, formerly police commander
of the northern zone and a confidante of Ahmad Shah
Massoud’s, was assassinated by Taliban insurgents as
part of a high-profile attack in May 2011.137 The attack,
and the vacuum it left, illustrates Jamiat’s continuing
vulnerability as a personality-dependent organization
to targeted insurgent attacks of the kind that would later
claim its founder, Burhanuddin Rabbani. Bismillah
Khan, Fahim’s loyal lieutenant, lacks the political
instincts required to step into Fahim’s current role. Part
of the answer regarding Fahim’s fortunes will hinge on
the nature of the political relationship between himself
and Atta in the lead-up to the elections, and the extent
to which President Karzai supports the influence of one
at the expense of the other.
While the relationship has not been free from tension —
it is rumored that Fahim was reluctant to support Atta’s
candidacy to become the next leader of Jamiat out of a
concern that he might grow too powerful — both men
share similar backgrounds and possess complementary
networks within the northern provincial strongholds of
the party.138 Fahim is widely assumed to have brokered
the reconciliation meetings between President Karzai
and Atta after the two fell out over Atta’s support for
Abdullah’s campaign.139 Much may depend on whether
they decide to pool their efforts or compete for the
allegiance of Jamiat’s local strongmen across the north
and northeast of the country.140 The announcement in
July 2013 that Salahuddin Rabbani, a relatively weak
and anodyne political figure, would remain provisional
leader of the party until after the elections suggests
that the contest for influence within Jamiat remains
undecided.141
Like Atta, Fahim has never appeared content to assume a
secondary position in Afghan politics by fully embracing
the opposition movement against Karzai. Even when
Fahim was dropped from the ticket in 2004 in favor
of Ahmad Zia Massoud, Karzai continued to consult
with him about provincial appointments in the security
services across the country’s northeast where Fahim’s
networks are strongest.142 His association with the United
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Front was short-lived and ended in reconciliation with
the president. In this way, both Fahim and Atta have
exhibited a similar desire to operate within the central
government apparatus.143 Serving as a central figure
in government has allowed Fahim to claim Massoud’s
mantle as the defender of Tajik and, more broadly,
‘mujahideen’ interests within the Afghan state, and to
benefit from the patronage opportunities such a position
provides. As such, protecting those accrued gains in the
course of the political transition will be Fahim’s priority
as the country advances toward the 2014 elections. As of
the time of this publication, Fahim is rumored to have
formed a presidential ticket with former mujahideen
leader Abdul Rasul Sayyaf, an ethnic Pashtun who
fought with the Northern Alliance and who was one of
the founders of the Afghan Islamist movement alongside
Burhanuddin Rabbai and Gulbuddin Hektmatyar, and
Mohammad Mohaqqeq, the Hazara warlord who is now
a member of the National Front.144 Such a ticket, if it
proceeds, would aim to safeguard the interests of the
subset of former mujahideen leaders and commanders
in the country’s political elite rather than signify a
genuine changing of the guard in Afghan politics.
There appears to exist far less daylight between Fahim
and Atta than between either of them and longstanding
members of the opposition regarding negotiations with
the Taliban. The former have tended to exhibit a reflexive
suspicion over any discussions with the insurgent group,
despite their notional support for peace. Rabbani’s
assassination in 2011 provided further impetus for the
two Jamiati strongmen to assail the merits of peace talks.
145
The High Peace Council’s unveiling to the U.S. State
Department in early December 2012 of a “Peace Process
Roadmap to 2015,” a blueprint which could potentially
confer senior government positions to the Taliban and
a much larger role for Pakistan, is likely to sharpen
divisions within Jamiat between presidential appointees
like Salahuddin Rabbani who has been tasked with
advancing peace negotiations and the party’s strongmen
who fought against the Taliban.
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Whither Jamiat in 2014?

Although the fissures were becoming apparent as early
as 2004, Jamiat appears to have continued splintering
along two major lines: between the former warlords
who rose to prominence from the ranks of mujahideen
commanders and who now form part of the government
establishment on the one hand, and the ‘professional’
opposition politicians on the other. To date, the central
government has been able to co-opt the most influential
Jamiat-affiliated warlords, including Marshal Fahim,
Ismail Khan, and Atta Noor, through state appointments
and the resource endowments such appointments
provide, while marginalizing its opposition politicians.

His calls for party unity in his role as a spiritual leader
harkened back to the party’s historical legacy and
encouraged splinter factions such as Qanooni’s New
Afghanistan Party back into the fold.148

Jamiat transformed itself from a tanzim into little more
than a collection of personalities in the era after the
fall of the Taliban. However, with the death of Rabbani
and with another election on the horizon, loyalties
are likely to become more, not less, oriented around
specific candidates and their respective networks.
These politicians will invoke the Jamiat connection as
and when it suits them. The younger Salahuddin lacks
anything like his father’s stature. For this reason, he
may remain in place as the notional ‘head’ of Jamiat to
After leaving their government posts, this latter group keep the peace among the different factions, but he so
of opposition politicians, most prominently Yunus far appears unlikely to successfully reign over them.
Qanooni, Abdullah Abdullah, and Ahmad Zia Massoud,
has focused its efforts on achieving influence through The next test for Afghanistan’s fledgling democracy
parliament and the devolution of power from the will be whether participating in the elections in 2014
executive branch. This divide has worked to President remains the preferred means of maintaining access to
Karzai’s advantage; his co-option of the strongmen state power.149 Whether and how that calculation might
within Jamiat who possess the military clout and political change as NATO forces withdraw and corresponding
resources to instigate a coup has kept the opposition patronage streams begin to dwindle remains an open
relatively weak and fragmented. However, the leaders of question. Most of the licit and illicit businesses, land
that opposition, among them Abdullah Abdullah and grabs, and monopolies engineered by strongmen since
Ahmad Zia Massoud, have indicated they may combine 2001 have been directed toward securing political
forces in future. If these politicians are unsuccessful in influence, rather than profits as such.150 For now, the
the 2014 presidential contest and continue their focus candidates who are lining up appear to be taking the
on securing a competitive advantage in the legislature, prospect of the coming elections seriously. To date,
this divide within Jamiat could lead to significant President Karzai has managed to co-opt and manipulate
tensions between a new presidential administration and the allegiances of the country’s various factions to
parliament after 2014.146
maintain a semblance of national cohesion, prohibiting
Burhanuddin Rabbani could not prevent these fissures
within Jamiat from forming, but with his assassination
the divide between Jamiat’s established strongmen and
its opposition politicians is likely to grow even deeper.
The elder Rabbani presided over, if not controlled, the
centripetal forces within Jamiat and, in so doing, served
as a kind of broker among them. Rabbani was both a
leader of the opposition and yet remained close to the
Karzai government by accepting appointments to chair
the Peace Jirga and to lead the High Peace Council.147
34

regional and parochial interests from overwhelming
the central state apparatus. Should a successor follow
President Karzai’s tactics in this regard, short-term
political stability may be achieved in the transition to
a post-Karzai era. However, in the longer-term such
politicking will impede the country’s transcendence
from a country governed by the politics of warlordism
to a genuine democracy. Atta’s positioning of himself
alongside both of his former enemies, Hekmatyar’s
Hizb-i Islami and Dostum’s Junbesh, and Fahim’s
possible alliance with Sayyaf are indications that
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unconventional or reform-minded politicians still
face a very high barrier to entry at the highest levels of
Afghan politics.

The uncertainty associated with the political transition
of 2014 will mean that many, if not most, of these
Jamiat leaders will fall back on their natural political
instincts to preserve and protect their gains, rather than
encourage any real reforms. Conversely, the various
Jamiat-affiliated opposition figures that have expressed
an interest in revising the political system have not
demonstrated a particularly high level of cohesion or
success to date. The newer political parties they have
founded have experienced a considerable amount of
churn in the ensuing years and their tactical alliances
with other warlords and their respective constituencies
have often represented little more than superficial
constructs to advance their own political careers.

In this context, whither Jamiat? The Jamiat affiliation
appears to remain fairly cohesive at the provincial level
in the north and northeast. This cohesion is largely
the result of ethnic and historical ties binding former
mujahideen fighters to individual commanders, such
as Fahim in Panjshir and Atta in Balkh.151 However,
barring a major crisis, it remains far from certain
whether Jamiat can effectively mobilize as a political
party in the years to come. The individual strongmen
who cemented the party’s legacy in the years following
the Taliban regime are likely to hamper the party’s
democratic transformation by delaying internal Conclusion
reforms and stalling the election of new leadership. At
In September 2012, twenty Afghan political parties
present, the political party machine serves to enhance
joined together in a “Cooperation Council of Political
their careers, rather than function independently of
Parties and Coalitions in Afghanistan” (CCPPCA) and
them.152 By the same token, many of these Jamiat party
produced a “Democracy Charter.” The charter presses
leaders have grown soft on international contracts and
for timely elections and a greater role for Afghanistan’s
foreign aid, rewarding their close circle of supporters,
political parties in the decision-making processes of
while neglecting a younger, increasingly disaffected,
governance. Jamiat was represented on the Council by
constituency. However, the offspring of many of these
no less than six political organizations.155 The election
Afghan warlords represent a generational gulf from
of 2014, however, is not shaping up to include a radically
their fathers, reared to participate in politics but
new crop of political players. The present moment offers
educated at liberal, Western institutions abroad. Their
an opportunity for U.S. and international policymakers
experience of, or direct involvement in, the bloody Soviet
to re-engage with Afghanistan’s nascent democratic and
occupation and civil wars has often been marginal.153
civil society organizations to facilitate a multi-ethnic,
Greater attention by the West to the political evolution
broad-based political system.
of these youths, and to other reform-minded initiatives
such as the “Afghanistan 1400” movement, comprised of
Although much international concern centers upon the
a number of highly educated and diverse young leaders,
timely holding of a free and fair election next April,
could help to change the nature of the political game as
the real decisions about how power will be distributed
it is currently being played.154
and divided in any successor government are already
occurring behind closed doors. This political horseJamiat-e Islami has remained such a potent political
trading is focused on assembling a successor government
party because of its historical role and the individuals
rather than simply determining the next successful
associated with it, most notable among them Ahmad
presidential ticket. President Karzai’s longstanding
Shah Massoud, as well as the state patronage granted
animus against the formation and influence of political
to it by Kabul-based party elites. As Atta’s hosting of
parties has suffocated opportunities for genuine reform
the ‘Mazar’ summit demonstrates, the old mujahideen
within the Afghan electorate and perpetuated the
affiliations are at their most potent and most cohesive
politics of personality by which a small cadre of elites
when they are perceived to be under collective threat.
maintain power in the country. As the election of
www.Understandingwar.org
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2014 approaches, the instincts of the former group to
maintain their grip on power will hinder the prospect
of a genuine changing of the political guard in a postKarzai era.
The United States should work to facilitate the timely,
free, and fair holding of elections in April 2014. A
repeat of the tainted election of 2009, in which a
run-off between President Karzai and his challenger
Abdullah Abdullah was nearly held, would be disastrous
for the country. President Karzai understands this. The
president will therefore ensure that the entire machinery
of the Afghan state apparatus is energized behind his
chosen successor. In order to sow maximum dissension
within Tajik ranks, the president is unlikely to publicly
anoint his political heir until he has co-opted at least one
or two influential Tajik politicians. In the short-term,
the engagement of key Jamiat-e Islami politicians will
be critical to a smooth regime transition in Afghanistan
as the country veers toward a post-Karzai era. However,
the politicking already underway ahead of the 2014
election indicates that it will not feature a radically
new set of political players. In the long-term, without
international support for the institutionalization of
Afghan political parties, the greater influence of civil
society groups, encouragement of younger and reformminded political players, and the professionalization of
an independent civil service, the election next April will
represent “business as usual” for Kabul’s political elite.
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